An Experimental Study on Performance of Text Representation Models for Sentiment Analysis
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Abstract

Sentiment analysis in social networks has been an active research field since 2000 and it is highly useful in the decision-making process of various domains and applications. In sentiment analysis, the goal is to analyze the opinion texts posted in social networks and other web-based resources to extract the necessary information from them. The data collected from various social networks and websites do not possess a structured format, and this unstructured format is the main challenge for facing such data. It is necessary to represent the texts in the form of a text representation model to be able to analyze the content to overcome this challenge. Afterward, the required analysis can be done. The research on text modeling started a few decades ago, and so far, various models have been proposed for performing this modeling process. The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of a number of common and famous text representation models for sentiment analysis. This evaluation is carried out by using these models for sentiment classification by ensemble methods. An ensemble classifier is used for sentiment classification and after preprocessing, the texts are represented by selected models. The selected models for this study are TF-IDF, LSA, Word2Vec, and Doc2Vec and the used evaluation measures are Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. The results of the study show that in general, the Doc2Vec model provides better performance compared to other models in sentiment analysis and at best, accuracy is 0.72.
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1- Introduction

With the advent of web 2.0 and the growing growth of social networks, the amount of free data produced by the users has reached an unpredictable amount [1]. With the high volumes of data, there is an increasing interest in the scientific community for creating systems that are capable of extracting information from the data. Sentiment analysis which is also known as opinion mining is a solution to the problem. Sentiment analysis refers to a series of methods, techniques, and tools for extracting opinions and emotional information from various types of texts for use in decision support and decision making systems [2-5]. Sentiment analysis employs a variety of techniques like natural language processing, machine learning, text analysis, statistics, and linguistics for analyzing and extracting information from texts [6]. In essence, a good sentiment analysis system might eliminate the need for polling, changes the methodology of traditional commercial research [7] and is very useful in realizing various goals such as identifying public attitude towards political movements, market intelligence, level of customer satisfaction, predicting the movie sales, and a lot more [8]. The wide range of internet-based technologies has increased the number of consumers who use the published opinions of others for making their purchasing decisions [9]. Therefore, various fields include product marketing, commercial intelligence, elections, military campaigns, political campaigns, medicine, software engineering, tourism, and cyberbullying use sentiment analysis [3, 4, 10-13].

Various steps are required for analyzing the input texts since these texts are obtained from different sources with different formats [14]. The process of sentiment analysis usually consists of three predefined steps which include data acquisition, preprocessing the text, and core process [15]. A general schematic of the steps is shown in Fig. 1. The first step in sentiment analysis is data acquisition which involves obtaining and acquiring the text that can be used for extracting sentiments. The second step in sentiment analysis is the preprocessing of the texts. The messages and posts published on social networks are
usually imperfect, noisy, poorly structured sentences, irregular expressions, typos, and non-dictionary expressions. Therefore, it is necessary to perform the preprocessing operation [16]. The third step in sentiment analysis is the core process, which is the extraction of sentiments about the selected entities from the text. In fact, at this step, the main task of sentiment analysis is carried out which involves various levels and dimensions.

2- Overview of Text Representation Models

In text mining and sentiment analysis, it is necessary to transform the selected text into a representation that is ready to be understood and analyzed by computer algorithms. The mapping from textual data to real-valued vectors is called feature extraction. The main challenge is finding the most valuable features by the models. The important matter is that before modeling the text, the main step is to break down the input string into words and then each word must be expanded and explained. The result will be a set of expressions corresponding to the input string. There are various models for doing this, in this section; we will discuss four models including TF-IDF\(^1\), LSA \(^2\), Word2Vec, and Doc2Vec. These models are commonly recognized models which are highly popular.

2-1- The TF-IDF Model

The TF-IDF model is one of the most common models of weighting words. In this model, each word is given a weight based on its frequency and the frequency of the word in other corpus texts [19]. In fact, the main goal of the weighting system is to show the importance of the word in the text. The weight of a word increases with its frequency in the text; however, it is controlled by the number of texts where the word appears. In other words, if a word appears in the majority of texts, it is most likely a common word, so it doesn’t have a high value for the text evaluation. This method can be a good measure for determining the weight and importance of a word in a text. In fact, it shows how much a word can be unique and significant.

The value of TF-IDF is obtained by multiplying the term frequency in the document, \(TF(t,d)\), by the inverse document frequency, \(IDF(t,D)\), using Formula 1.

\[
TFIDF(t,d,D) = TF(t,d).IDF(t,D)
\] (1)

The value of \(TF(t,d)\) is the number of times that the term \(t\) frequencies in document \(d\) and is normalized using formula 2.

\[
TF(t,d) = \frac{f(t,d)}{\max f(t,d)}
\] (2)

The \(IDF(t,D)\) value is calculated using formula 3. In this formula, \(D\) indicates the set of documents, \(N\) is the size of \(D\), and \(|d \in D: t \in d|\) is the number of documents in the \(D\) that the term \(t\) appears.

\[
IDF(t,D) = \log \frac{N}{|d \in D: t \in d|}
\] (3)

\(^1\) Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
\(^2\) Latent Semantic Analysis
2-2- The LSA Model

One of the methods for improving the text representation model is to use semantic information [18]. This idea is based on the assumption that words with lexical differences which are frequently used in similar documents have similar meanings. Semantic information can be computed using the LSA model. This model is a technique in text processing that can be used for modeling the conceptual relationship among a number of documents based on their set of words [20].

To represent a series of documents using the LSA model, a matrix (A) with the dimensions of \( m \times n \) is created where \( n \) is the number of documents and \( m \) is the number of terms in all documents. Each column in A indicates a document \( (d) \) and each row indicates a term \( (t) \) (Fig. 2). There are various techniques for computing the values of the cells of this matrix, which indicate the frequency of the terms in the document. These methods include the TF-IDF method and the entropy method.
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Fig. 2 The Used Matrix in LSA Model

2-3- The Word2Vec Model

The Word2Vec is one of the models related to text processing where each term in the text is transformed into a vector [21]. This model uses a two-layer neural network and it’s the most important idea in converting the words into vectors and transferring those to the vector space where the processing of words and documents can be easily done through machine learning tools. The output of the Word2Vec model is a vocabulary of words in the initial document along with their vector representation in an n-dimensional vector space. Related words or word groups are placed close to each other in this space, that this causes the semantic relationship between words to be maintained. The architecture of the Word2Vec model is shown in Fig. 3.

2-4- The Doc2Vec Model

The Doc2Vec model is a developed model of the Word2Vec that applies to a sentence, paragraph, or text and creates a vector for it. The Word2Vec model produces high-quality word vectors; however, it doesn’t have a specific method for combining these vectors to represent a text in the form of vectors. The Doc2Vec model was proposed for vector representation of a document. This model converts all the words in a sentence into a vector and puts the sentence label as a word inside this vector [22]. The vectors produced by the Doc2Vec model can be used to find semantic similarities between texts. The architecture of the Doc2Vec model is shown in Fig. 4.
3- Ensemble Sentiment Classifier for Evaluation the Reviewed Models

Sentiment classification is the determining of the polarity of opinion texts in two or more classes. This can be done using machine learning methods, knowledge-based methods, or a combination of them. Machine learning methods provide a high level of accuracy, while knowledge-based methods provide a better generalization capability [15]. In machine learning methods, classification algorithms are used for separating sentiments and opinions into a number of separate classes.

In recent years, researchers suggested that ensemble classifiers provide a good capability for classification [23, 24, and 25]. Studies on using a combination of a number of basic classifiers show that using ensemble classifiers can improve the accuracy of sentiment classification [26]. In general, there are three common methods for combining classifiers including bagging, boosting, and random subspace [23]. In the bagging method, each one of the learners is created using independent random copies of the training dataset and the final results are calculated using simple majority polling. In the boosting method, basic learners are created from the weighted versions of the training dataset, which depend on the results of previous basic learners, and the final result is calculated using simple polling or weighted majority polling. In the random subspace method, basic learners are created based on the training dataset divided into a number of segments based on specific characteristics.

In this paper, we used the existing bagging method for sentiment classification. The used ensemble classifier system for evaluating text representation models is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen from this figure, first the selected data for analysis is acquired from the dataset. Then, the necessary preprocessing tasks are performed on the dataset, and at the end of this step, the data is converted into a text representation model. Next, the prepared data is given to the classifiers, and the results obtained from the three classifiers are combined using majority polling. Finally, the result of the vote is evaluated.

Various classifiers were used in the experiments and finally based on the performance of these classifiers, Logistic Regression, K-NN and SVM classifiers were selected to be used in the ensemble system. Moreover, the preprocessing operations include tokenization, lemmatization, removing punctuation, ignoring usernames and hyperlinks, and replacing letters with a sequential repetition of more than twice in one word with two letters. As shown in Fig. 5 and mentioned above, before sentiment classification, first the texts are converted to the format of the reviewed models, then the classification is done on the texts. Given that, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the efficiency of four models, a fixed ensemble classifier is used, but the text display models are changed. In this way, the sentiment classification is done once with the TF-IDF model, once with the LSA model, once with the Word2Vec model and once with the Doc2Vec model. As a result, classification efficiency reflects the impact of each model on sentiment classification. In this way, the efficiency of each model in sentiment analysis is evaluated. In the next section, the experiments and the results are being explained.

![Fig. 5 The Used Ensemble Classifier](image)

4- Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, the performed simulations for evaluating the selected models are presented. The evaluation includes measuring, comparing and analyzing the obtained results. To realize this goal, the ensemble classifier system explained in section 3 was applied on a number of datasets and the effects of various models on sentiment classification were investigated by applying these models in the preprocessing step. The simulations were done in Python 3 and the used datasets, metrics for measuring the efficiency, and the results of the simulations are presented below.

4-1- Datasets

To evaluate the performance of various models of text representation and comparing them to each other, it is required that the conditions of the experiments to be identical and the used data to be standard. Therefore, the experiments were performed on the existing four datasets known as HCR [27], Sanders [28], SemEval [29], and STS [30]. These datasets are common standard datasets for use in sentiment analysis and are used in many papers. They
are collected by API from tweets on Twitter. In order to improve confidence, these tweets were manually labeled based on the sentiments in each one. These datasets are related to different issues and they have two classes include positive and negative classes. From each of these datasets, 1000 tweets with positive and negative sentiments were selected, where 700 tweets were used for training and 300 tweets were used for testing. Among the selected tweets, half of them contained positive sentiments and the other half contained negative sentiments.

4-2- Performance Evaluation Measures

As mentioned above, the goal of the current study is to evaluate the efficiency of the selected text representation models by using them in sentiment classification. In fact, the model with the higher efficiency will increase the efficiency of the classifier system. Therefore, various measures must be selected for evaluating the used classifier system. Evaluating the efficiency of the sentiment classification system involves estimating how well a classifier system can predict the classes of texts with positive or negative sentiments. In the experiments, important measures were used for evaluating the efficiency of the sentiment classification system, and these include:

- Accuracy: This measure indicates what percentage of predictions is performed correctly and it is calculated using Formula 3.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN} \quad (3)
\]

- Precision: This measure indicates what percentage of positive results is actually positive, and it is calculated using Formula 4.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (4)
\]

- Recall: This measure indicates what percentage of the positives is predicted correctly, and it is calculated using Formula 5.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (5)
\]

- F-Measure: This measure is the harmonic average of accuracy and recall, and it is calculated using Formula 6.

\[
F - \text{Measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \quad (6)
\]

As can be seen from Formula 3-6, to calculate the values of the evaluation measures, we have to extract the values for true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). These values are calculated as follows:

- TP: The number of positive tweets correctly predicted as positive.
- TN: The number of negative tweets correctly predicted as negative.
- FP: The number of negative tweets incorrectly predicted as positive.
- FN: The number of positive tweets incorrectly predicted as negative.

4-3- Results of the Experiments

In this section, the results related to each one of the selected models are shown based on the measured metrics on the used datasets. Fig. 6 shows the results related to the accuracy of various datasets and models. As can be seen, the best performance among all the models and on all the datasets is achieved by the Doc2Vec model. On average, the accuracy value obtained for this model on all the datasets is 0.67. Moreover, the best value of accuracy obtained for different datasets is achieved by this model, and it is 0.72. On various datasets, other models have benefits over each other, and considering the average values for each model on all the datasets, after the Doc2Vec model, the LSA model with an average accuracy of 0.59 is achieved the best performance. Then, the Word2Doc model provided an average accuracy of 0.58. Finally, the weakest performance is achieved by the TF-IDF model, with an average accuracy of 0.57. Considering the average accuracy obtained from all the models on each dataset, on the HCR dataset, the average accuracy is 0.59; on the Sanders dataset, the average accuracy is 0.62; on the SemEval dataset, the average accuracy is 0.63; and on the STS dataset, the average accuracy is 0.56.

![Fig. 6 Results for the Accuracy Measure](image-url)
Fig. 7 shows the results for the precision measure on different datasets and models. The highest precision is achieved 0.72 by the LSA model on the Sanders dataset. On the other datasets, the Doc2Vec model has better performance, and the average precision for the Doc2Vec model on all the datasets is achieved 0.66, which is higher than the average values for all the other models. With regards to the average values of precision for each model on all the datasets, the Doc2Vec model is followed by the LSA model with an average precision of 0.60. Then, the TF-IDF model, with an average precision of 0.58 has the best performance, followed by the weakest performance by the Word2Vec model with an average precision value of 0.57. With regards to the average precision value for all the models on each dataset, on the HCR dataset, the average precision is achieved 0.58; on the Sanders dataset, the average precision is achieved 0.65; on the SemEval dataset, average precision is achieved 0.63; and on the STS dataset, average precision is achieved 0.56.

Fig. 8 shows the results for the F-Measure metric on different datasets and models. As can be seen, the Doc2Vec model achieves better performance compared to other models, and it has the best F-Measure value for various datasets equal to 0.73. On average, the F-Measure obtained for this model on all the datasets is 0.67. With regards to the average value for each model on different datasets, the Doc2Vec model is followed by the LSA model with an average F-Measure value of 0.58, followed by the Word2Vec model with an average F-Measure value of 0.57, followed by the TF-IDF model with the weakest performance and an average F-Measure value of 0.54. With regards to the average F-Measure value obtained for all the models on each dataset, on the HCR dataset, the average F-Measure is achieved 0.59; on the Sanders dataset, the average F-Measure is achieved 0.54; on the SemEval dataset, the average F-Measure is achieved 0.65; and on the STS dataset, the average F-Measure is achieved 0.56.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the recall measure for various datasets and models. As can be seen, the best recall value for different datasets is achieved 0.73 for the Doc2Vec model on the Sanders dataset. The Doc2Vec model obtains the best performance among all the models and datasets, and on average, the recall value obtained for this model on all the datasets is achieved 0.68. With regards to the average value of recall for each model on various datasets, after the Doc2Vec model, the Word2Vec model with an average recall of 0.57 has the best performance. This model is followed by the LSA model with an average recall value of 0.56, and the TF-IDF model provides the weakest performance with an average recall value of 0.54. With regards to the average recall value obtained for all the models on each dataset, on the HCR dataset, the average recall is achieved 0.59; on the Sanders dataset, the average recall is achieved 0.54; on the SemEval dataset, the average recall is achieved 0.65; and on the STS dataset, the average recall is 0.56.

Based on Figs 6-9 and the results explained above, it can be concluded that the Doc2Vec model provides the best performance in sentiment analysis among the four tested models. Based on the calculated averages as well as the four measured metrics and considering the high
significance of accuracy and precision measures, it can be said that the LSA model has second performance in sentiment analysis. After this model, the Word2Vec model comes next in terms of performance and the weakest performance is achieved by the TF-IDF model. Moreover, based on each dataset and the overall average values obtained in the experiments, it can be said that the performance of all the models is better on the SemEval dataset compared to all the other datasets.

5- Conclusions

Text representation models play an essential role in sentiment analysis. Therefore, various models have so far been proposed for performing this task. These models have different efficiency in different applications, as well as many of these models are used in sentiment analysis researches. Therefore the main purpose of the current study was to compare the efficiency of common and famous text representation models in this field in sentiment analysis by experiments. For this goal, an ensemble classifier system was used for sentiment classification and at the preprocessing step of this system, each of the models including TF-IDF, LSA, Word2Vec, and Doc2Vec were used. Four different standard datasets of tweets were selected, and the efficiency of these models was evaluated on these datasets. The simulation results show that in general, the Doc2Vec model provides better performance compared to other models based on basic evaluation measures for sentiment classification. It seems that using this model in other applications of sentiment analysis can lead to better results since the classification of opinions is a primary task in sentiment analysis and the efficiency of classification has a significant direct impact on other possible operations as well.
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